
Helping with Anxiety 
 

1. Write down, rip up, and throw away your stress 
 
Have your students write down their expectations and insecurities, rip them up, and 
throw them away. Doing this activity each day will help them to be self-aware and 
recognize barriers to learning and life. 
 
2. Reflective Writing Using Prompts 
 
This activity is like journaling, and can give many learners a voice when they have trouble 
speaking up or expressing themselves verbally. Give students regular times to either write 
freely about what’s on their minds or have them use prompts like these: 
 

o Today I was proud of myself because … 
o I was anxious and stressed today because … 
o When was I at my best and worst today? 
o How would I describe myself as a friend? 
o Overall, I feel _____ about today because … 
o If I could talk to my future self, I would say … 
o One thing I wish others knew about me is … 
o What can I learn from my mistakes today? 
o If I wrote the words I need to hear most, what would they be? 

 
Teaching Students Gratitude 
1. Alphabet Gratitude 

 
Have your students write out each letter of the alphabet and try to come up with at least one 
item they are grateful for under each letter. 
For example: 
A might be “air” and B might be “bed.” 
To extend this activity, students can choose a few words from their list to write a poem or short 
story.  

2. Gratitude Journal 

 
Have your students create a journal from stapled paper (or bring in a blank notebook from 
home) for a gratitude journal. Take five minutes every day to have your students write down 3–
5 things they are grateful for. Teach them to be specific. 
For example: 



Instead of writing, “I’m thankful for my family” they might write, “I’m thankful that my mom 
packed me a peanut butter sandwich in my lunch today.” Challenge them to think for one 
minute about what they will write before they start writing. 

3. Gratitude Collage 

 
Using old magazines and newspapers, have students cut out and glue pictures of items they are 
grateful for on a piece of cardstock. This can include pictures of animals, the world, people, 
food, homes, and musical instruments—anything they would like. 

4. Random Acts of Kindness 

 
Discuss what random acts of kindness are. Give your students ideas on what types of things 
they can do at home that are random acts of kindness—like writing a kind note to a friend or 
helping someone pick up something they have dropped. Encourage your students to practice 
doing random acts of kindness. 

7. Gratitude Artwork 

 
There are a variety of ways to make gratitude art. Students can draw something they are 
grateful for. Students can trace their hands on a paper and write one thing they are grateful for 
on each finger. Have students cut out their paper hand.  
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